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Le Livre Art Publishing is pleased to announce the debut of new monotype etchings by artist 
Paolo Canevari from his ongoing series, Monuments of the Memory. The invitation-only recep-
tion will take place February 19 at the Refectory at the High Line Hotel, New York, followed by 
private viewings at the Hotel’s salon through February 22. The works will be accompanied by 
a scented candle designed by LLAP inspired by the series and original piece of sound art by 
composer Christine Webster.

The series presents a departure from Canevari’s previous works, instead turning towards the 
abstract as a response to what he refers to as “visual pollution” created by an excess of in-
formation. The twenty works present dramatic juxtapositions of varying jet-black geometric 
forms against a white background, creating an absence of distraction and referencing ancient 
religious symbolism. Described in an interview by Shirin Neshat with  Canevari as “...directly 
conceptualizing the idea of void -absence- as if you are forcing your viewer to conjure what 
is missing” they serve as a depiction of the power of imagination. Each was produced at the 
noted printing house Harlan & Weaver.

To provide a contemplative space, the exhibition will be filled with the fragrance of candles 
designed by LLAP in collaboration with Canevari. These candles represent the first edition of 
LLAP: The Scent, a new line of limited edition candles created by the company and inspired by 
its projects. Produced in a style reminiscent of small jet-black monoliths, the candles’ form and 
notes unite and enhance the viewing experience. 

Throughout the viewing an original ambient soundscape inspired by Monuments of the Me-
mory and created by noted multimedia sound designer and composer Christine Webster will 
resonate within the room. 
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Technique : Aquatint on Hahnemühle copperplate paper, 300 gsm
DIMENSIONS : 30 x 42 inches
RELEASE : 2014



About   Paolo   Canevari

Paolo Canevari (b. 1963) is a classically trained Italian artist whose practice spans sculpture, 
drawing, painting and video. His work is included in the permanent collections of major insti-
tutions throughout the world, including the Museum of Modern Art, New York. 
Selected exhibitions include the Venice Biennale; the Drawing Center, New York; Johannesburg 
Art Gallery; the Liverpool Biennial; the Macro Museo d’art Contemporanea, Rome; Museum of 
Modern Art, New York; and the PS1 Center for Contemporary Art.
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About   Le   Livre   Art   Publishing

Founded by cultural writer and curator Adèle Jancovici in 2011, Le Livre Art Publishing (LLAP) 
collaborates with leading contemporary artists to create limited editions of original artworks 
for its exclusive publication. LLAP partners with the artist to examine their oeuvre and push 
them beyond their established limits and styles to present a daring, yet vulnerable insight into 
their creative process. 
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